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w xIn the paper 5 Zhang establishes some a priori estimates of weighted
L1 type, for any nonnegative classical solution of the semilinear problem
u y Du s V x u p , in R N = 0, TŽ . Ž .t 1Ž .N½ u x , 0 s u x , in R ,Ž . Ž .0
Ž .with p ) 1, u G 0, and V x ) 0 satisfying for some m G 0, C ) 00
y1 < <ym < < m < <C x F V x F C x , for x large.Ž .
As a consequence of these estimates, the author proves that any non-
Ž .negative solution of 1 satisfies the representation formula
u x , t s G x y y , t u y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H 0
NR
t pq G x y y , t y s V y u y , s dy ds, 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH
N0 R
Ž . Ž .yN r2 Ž < < 2 .where G x, t s 4p t exp y x r4 t .
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w xAn interesting feature of 5 is that both the estimates and the represen-
tation formula hold without any a priori assumptions on the solution u G 0.
w xThis effort was motivated by a paper of Pinsky 1 , where the author noted
Ž .that all previous studies on blow-up for equations of the type 1 made an
Ž . a x 2 Ža priori growth assumption on the solution, such as u x, t F Ce C, a
. Žw x qŽ N .. Ž . w x) 0 or u g C 0, T ; L R q G 1 . In that respect, Zhang 5 improves
w x Ž .the result of Pinsky, who proved in 1 that all nonnegative solutions of 1
Ž . Ž .unconditionally satisfied the inequality corresponding to 2 with the G
sign.
The aim of the present note is to show that a representation formula
Ž .similar to 2 actually holds in full generality for all nonnegative solutions
of the inhomogeneous parabolic problem
u y Du s f x , t G 0, in R N = 0, TŽ . Ž .t 3Ž .N½ u x , 0 s u x G 0, in R .Ž . Ž .0
Ž wThe representation formula for the semilinear problem see 5, formula
Ž .x.1.1 thus becomes a special case of our result. We point out, however,
w xthat the a priori estimates of Zhang 5, Theorem 1.1 need not hold for
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .solutions of 3 , but weaker estimates are valid see formulae 6 and 7
.below .
Ž .Let us note that in the case of the homogeneous heat equation f ’ 0 ,
w x Ž w xthis result was proved by Widder 4 see also 2, Chap. 2 and the
.references therein for related results .
On the other hand, our result holds even if the initial data are taken up
1 Ž w x Ž N w .. .only in the L sense. In 5 , u is assumed to be in C R = 0, T . Thisloc
extension is relevant, since continuity of the initial data is an unnecessary
restriction for the existence of solutions and since, even in the semilinear
q Žcase, the problem can be well posed in L spaces for suitable q e.g., with
Ž . w x.V x ’ 1}see Weissler 3 .
N Ž .THEOREM. Let T ) 0, Q s R = 0, T , let f be Holder continuous inÈT
1 Ž N .Q , and let u g L R , with u G 0 a.e. and f G 0. Assume thatT 0 loc 0
2,1Ž . Žw . 1 Ž N ..u g C Q l C 0, T ; L R , u G 0, and that u satisfiesT loc
u y Du s f x , t in Q ,Ž .t T
4Ž .Nu x , 0 s u x in R ,Ž . Ž .0
where the initial condition abo¤e is understood in the sense that
< < Nlim u x , t y u x dx s 0, for all compact subsets K of R .Ž . Ž .H 0qt“0 K
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Then we ha¤e
u x , t s G x y y , t u y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H 0
NR
t
q G x y y , t y s f y , s dy ds in Q , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .HH T
N0 R
Ž . Ž .yN r2 Ž < < 2 .where G x, t s 4p t exp y x r4 t .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Step 1. Denote by u x, t the right-hand side of 5 . We first
wclaim that u G ¤ in Q . Indeed by the same argument as in Pinsky 1,T
xLemma 1 , we have
u x , t G G x y y , t y « u y , « dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H
NR
t
q G x y y , t y s f y , s dy ds,Ž . Ž .HH
N« R
N Žfor all 0 - « - t - T and x g R . Alternatively, this can also be proved
w xby adapting the proof in Watson 2, Theorem 2.2 , which was given in the
.case f ’ 0.
Žw x 1 Ž N .. Ž .Since the assumption u g C 0, T ; L R implies that u x, « con-loc n
Ž . Nverges to u x a.e. in R for some sequence « x0, the claim follows by0 n
applying Fatou's lemma to the first integral and the monotone conver-
gence theorem to the second one.
Step 2. Since u, u , and f are nonnegative, one easily deduces from0
Step 1 that
u y ey< y <
2 r4T X dy F u 0, T X - ‘ 6Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0
NR
and
T Xy« 2 Xy < y < r4«f y , s e dy ds F u 0, T - ‘, 7Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
N0 R
for all x g R N and 0 - « - T X - T.
Step 3. We claim that
¤ g C 2, 1 Q , 8Ž .Ž .T r8
› ¤ y D¤ s f x , t in Q , 9Ž . Ž .t T r8
lim ¤ ., t s u in L1 R N . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .0 locqt“0
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Denote




B x , t s G x y y , t y s f y , s dy ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .HH
N0 R
Ž . Ž .To establish 8 and 9 , we have to prove that A and B, respectively, solve
Ž .A y D A s 0 and B y D B s f x, t in Q in the classical sense. Thet t T r8
w xproof is similar to that of 5, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 , except that we can
w xonly rely on the weaker estimates of Step 2. All the arguments of 5 carry
Ž .over provided, for all fixed x , t g Q , we establish the estimates0 0 T r8
< 2 < < <D G x y y , t q › G x y y , t u y F h y , 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t 0
N < < 1Ž N .y g R , x y x F 1r2, t r2 - t - Tr8, for some function h g L R ,0 0
and
< 2 < < <D G x y y , t y s q › G x y y , t y s f y , s F k y , s , 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t
< < < <y y x G 1, x y x F 1r2, 0 - s - t - Tr8, for some function k g0 0
1Ž .L QT r8
To prove these estimates, first note that
< 2 < < <D G x y y , t y s q › G x y y , t y sŽ . Ž .t
2< <y3 x y yŽ .y Nq2 r2F C t y s exp . 13Ž . Ž .
16 t y sŽ .
For t r2 - t - Tr8, it follows that0
< 2 < < < yŽ Nq2.r2 y < xyy <
2 r TD G x y y , t q › G x y y , t F Ct eŽ . Ž .t 0
F CtyŽ Nq2.r2eŽ < x 0 <q1.2 r Tey< y < 2 r2 T .0
y< y < 2 r2 T Ž . 1Ž N . Ž . Ž X . Ž .But e u y g L R by 6 with T s Tr2 , so that 11 holds.0
Ž .Let us now prove 12 . Since the assumptions on x, y, s imply that
< < Ž .x y y G 1r2 and 0 - t y s F Tr8, it follows from 13 that
< 2 < < <D G x y y , t y s q › G x y y , t y sŽ . Ž .t
Ž . 2 2y Nq2 r2 y < xyy < r16Ž tys. y < xyy < r8Ž tys.F C t y s e eŽ .
Ž . 2y Nq2 r2 y1r64Ž tys. < xyy < r TF C t y s e eŽ .
F Ce < x < 2 r Tey< y < 2 r2 T F CeŽ < x 0 <q1.2 r Tey< y < 2 r2 T .
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y< y < 2 r2 T Ž . 1Ž . Ž . Ž X .But e f y, s g L Q by 7 with T s Tr2 and « s Tr4 , soT r8
Ž . Ž . Ž .that 12 holds. The properties 11 and 12 are thus proved.
Ž . w xFinally, 10 follows from similar modifications of the arguments of 5 .
Step 4. We claim that u s ¤ in Q . Indeed, by Steps 1 and 3, theT r8
2, 1Ž . Žw . 1 Ž N ..function w s u y ¤ g C Q l C 0, Tr8 ; L R is nonnegativeT r8 loc
and satisfies
› w y Dw s 0 in Q ,t T r8
N½ w x , t s 0 in R .Ž .
w x ŽBy 2, Theorem 2.4 , we deduce that w s 0 in Q . It is assumed thereT r8
Ž .that w g C Q , but one can easily check that the proof remains validT r8
Žw . 1 Ž N . .under the weaker assumption w g C 0, Tr8 ; L R .loc
 Ž . 4Step 5. Let t s sup t g 0, T ; u s ¤ in Q . By Step 4, we havet
0 - t F T. Assume for contradiction that t - T and fix t - t . By apply-1
w .ing the result of Step 4 to the same problem on the interval t , T1
w .instead of 0, T , it follows that
u t , x s G x y y , t y t u y , t dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H 1 1
NR
t
q G x y y , t y s f y , s dy dsŽ . Ž .H H
Nt R1
N Ž . Ž .in R = t , t , where t s t q T y t r8. By applying the semigroup1 2 2 1 1
property of Gaussians under convolution, we obtain that u s ¤ in Q . Butt 2
we have t ) t if t is chosen sufficiently close to t , hence contradicting2 1
the definition of t . Therefore, t s T , and the theorem is proved.
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